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WITH THE COMPLETION OF THE FIRST GRACE BY THE FIRST HEAD

START CLASS IN LUBBOCK. TEXAS, THIS STUDY WAS UNDERTAKEN TO

PRESENT DATA ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HEAD START PROGRAM

IN IMPROVING DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN'S CHANCES FOR SCHOOL

SUCCESS. TWO HUNDRED AND NINETY -FIVE URBAN AREA HEAD START

CHILDREN FROM NEGRO, ANGLO-AMERICAN, AND MEXICAN - AMERICAN

FAMILIES WERE COMPARED WITH A CONTROL GROUP MATCHED ON SEX,

ETHNIC GROUP, AND ECONOMIC LEVEL. WHENEVER POSSIBLE, THE

MATCHED PAIRS OF CHILDREN WERE IN THE SAME SCHOOL CLASSROOM

SO THAT THE TEACHER COULD OBSERVE AND MAKE SUBJECTIVE

EVALUATIONS OF HEAD START AND CONTROL CHILDREN ON 8 FACTORS

SUCH AS PARTICIPATION, ATTENDANCE, AND EDUCATIONAL
ACCOMPLISHMENT. A SOCIOLOGICAL RATHER THAN AN INDIVIDUAL

APPROACH WAS USED IN MAKING THIS EVALUATION. TO MEASURE

SCHOOL SUCCESS, GRADES WERE OBTAINED AND COMPARED FOR ALL
CHILDREN INVOLVED. RESULTS SHOWED THAT THE CONTROL GROUP WAS

SUPERIOR TO THE HEAD START GROUP BOTH AT THE END OF THE FIRST

YEAR OF SCHOOL AND ALSO AT THE END OF THE SECOND SCHOOL YEAR

WHEN ADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS AND STANDARDIZED TESTS COMPARED

THE 140 MATCHED PAIRS STILL AVAILABLE OUT OF THE ORIGINAL

GROUP OF 295. APPENDIXES RELATED TO 1966 DATA (END OF FIRST

'YEAR) AND 1967 DATA (END OFSECOND YEAR) ARE INCLUDED IN THE

REPORT. (MS)
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REPORT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PROJECT HEAD START,

LUBBOCK, TEXAS (SUMMER, 1965)*

W. G. Steglich, Project Director

Walter J. Cartwright, Principal Investigator

Obloctives

Specific problems to be addressed in this report concern measurement of

Project Head Start's ability to perform its manifest function of preparing disad-

vantaged children to profit from educational opportunities as indicated by data

available on the Lubbock, Texas, program in the summer of 1965. Objective measure-

ment of the effectiveness of Project Head Start in Lubbock can be made in terms of

the grades assigned at the end of the first year of school as an indicator of

"performance" in, and "adjustment" to, school work of the Head Start children as

compared with non-participants of similar social characteristics. Measurement by

the formal grades assigned is supplemented by a set of subjective evaluations of

the children's first year in school made by their teachers in terms of a set of

eight factors to he presented later. In addition, considering the various social

characteristics individually as independent variables, significance of such factors

on Head Start participation can be determined. Cultural traits or group affiliations

that are resistant to "help" may be determined in this manner without detracting

from the major aim of measuring the ability of Project Head Start to perform its

Cr44 manifest function of preparing the underprivileged for academic achievement. The

Preliminary phase of the project here reported will deal with the analysis of such

relationships on the basis of existing records prepared when the children were en-

rolled in Head Start and grades assigned at the end of the first year of school. A

=wwn...r.
*Research reported here was carried out

Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas,

1200 - 19th Street N. W., Washington, D. C.

1

under Contract No. 0E0-914 between

and the Office of Economic Opportunity,

20506.
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later phase of the investigation will include analysis of grades at the end of the

second year of school, standardized tests to be administered in the Second Grade,

and more detailed examination and testing of the children within the home and class-

room environments.

Procedures

Analysis of the "results" of Head Start in the experience of each participating

child is made in terms of comparison of each child in the sample of those participat-

ing in the local program with a child of a control group of matched socio-economic

characteristics. Complete matching of the sample and control groups in terms of all

known variables is impossible because the embarrassing wealth of data would produce

many calls with Ns too small for statistical manipulation. Data are available on

the following items:

a. ethnicity
b. income range
c. parents in home (both, father only, mother only, neither)

d. education of parents
e. working mother
f. public assistance
g. type of work of parent
h. size of household or number of children
i. care of child during year prior to Head Start experience

j. health of child
k. parental awareness of health problems
1. rural-urban residence.

The problem was handled by pairing each Head Start child with another child of

the same ethnic group and sex within a common classroom. Within these guidelines,

it was hoped that gross socio-economic variations would be avoided because of the

tendency for socio-economic uniformity in the formation of classes, schools, and

neighborhoods in which the schools are located. It was assumed that teachers would

be familiar with their pupils by February and March of the school year (1965-1966),

being prepared to make the pairings of Head Start and control child for the investi-

gators. The investigators are vulnerable, therefore, to the charge that they did

not exercise full control over such matching, allowing the possibility of interven-

ing variables when the classroom teacher did not fully understand the importance of
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such matching. The risk was taken, however, in order to match the children within

the same classroom; it was felt that pairing within the classroom would eliminate

the problem of differences of instruction, although it could not overcome the problem

of teacher awareness of the child's Head Start experience. A few teachers in the

local system had participated in the summer program; most: had not.

Major analysis of effectiveness will be made in terms of matched pairs of Head

Start with non-participating children. All data, including the socio-economic

characteristics listed above, were punched on I.B.H. cards to make possible analysis

of the relevance of any or all of these variables to performance.
1

Cultural traits

or group affiliations which are resistant to "help" may be determined in this manner

without detracting from the main goal of the investigation.

Problem

The concept of "readiness" is a basic problem of all education that is offered

the beginning learner. Readiness for reading, for social experience, or for con-

centration at a school desk are of sufficient importance without claiming them as

the focus of this study. Neither are we concerned with physical and/or psychological

Maturation in themselves. Rather our concern is to view readiness for school in

terms of the background from which the child comes. A cultural background character-

ized by ethnic differentiation, racial discrimination, language inadequacy, or

economic deprivation places severe handicaps upon the child entering school. While

the above conditions often create psychological problems and developmental physical

problems may be produced by an inadequate diet, the analysis of the condition will

be subjected to sociological rather than individual analysis.

1.We wish to express thanks to Dr. George K. Hutchinson and Mr. Robert T.

Tomlinson of the Texas Technological College Computer Center for assistance in adapt-

ing a statistical program for use on the III 7040. Details on the program WIDO2S for

"Contingency Table Analysis" may be found in W. J. Dixon (Ed.), Biomedical Computer

Programs (Los Angeles: Health Sciences Computing Facility UCLA, 1965).
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Project Head Start is the recognition of conditions which seem to be handicaps

for many children. A fundamental question of its effectiveness in removing these

handicaps can be answered only by the analysis of data on children having the advan-

tage of such training who in fact do better in school. '.Tuck: discussion in the press

by supporters of the program state that "eildren do better," "adjust better," and

even "gain the greatest value from the medical and dental clre provided last summer.'

These statements code from enthusiaxtic local supporters; similar ones have come from

other sections of the nation, as have contradictory comments also. Yet no "hard"

facts have been presented to support any position; nor has it been possible to present

them before now. The first Head Start class has now completed the first grade. At

least a second year of school will be necessary to indicate the1asting nature of any

gain they may have made. The enclosed data are offered as an answer of this question

for the first year only.

From Frank Riesman's The Culturally_ Deprived Child3 to Staten. W. ',lobster's

The Disadvantaged Learner,` there is a growing interest in the problem we have

sketched above. Yet to be presented, however, is an adequate documentation of an

experimental group (for which Head Start provides a good experimental situation)

which can be precisely measured against a control group alike in all respects except

for participation in Head Start.

2. Local press analyses of the initial Head Start Program in Lubbock include:

Temple Ponsey, "Project Head Start Passes Test in Lubbock," Lubbock Avalanche-

Journal, Thursday Evening, August 19, 1965, Sec. E, p. 6. Temple Ponsey, "Head

Start Program Prepares Poor Children for School Work," Lubbock Avalanche-Journal,

Friday Evening, August 20, 1965, Sec. B.p. 1. Louis Cassells, "Project Head Start

Has Won Ardent Public Approval," Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, Wednesday Evening,

August 25, 1965, Sec. B, p. 1. Louis Cassells, "Project Head Start to Become Year-

Round Program," Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, Fri'ay Evening, December 3, 1965, Sec. A,

p. 3.

3. Frank Riessman, The Culturally Deprived Child (New York: Harper and Row,

1962).

4. Staten W. Webster (Ed.) .The Disadvantaqed Learner (San Francisco: Chandler

Publishing Company, 1966).
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Population and Sample

The presence of a tri-ethnic population in Lubbock was seen as an advantage

for the study of Head Start since at least some of the children of each ethnic

population would be included in the initial Head Start program. Because of hesita-

tion of the Lubbock Public Schools to enter the program until the second year, the

initial summer's program was carried out by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Amarillo.

Sister Aary Regina, who actively directed the program estimated that of 470 children

who participated in the summer of 1965 sixty percent were Negro, thirty percent were

Mexican-American, and ten percent were Anglo-American. With the end of the summer

program, records on the individual children were turned over to the Lubbock Public

School System for use by the schools the children would attend. By February and

Mar :h of 1966, records on only 360 children could be found in the various schools.

An additional 73 children for whom Head Start records existed were lost to the

sample through migration out of the city or state. Of the 295 children who could

be used in the study, a distribution approximating that given by Sister Mary Regina

was found: 55.3 percent Negro, 37.3 percent Mexican-American, 7.1 percent Anglo-

American, and .3 percent Indian.5 The fourth category is too small for any statis-

tical use; the Anglo-American category is too small for some statistical manipula-

tions but will be used when possible.

It was anticipated that a rural-urban distinction would be a profitable one

to bring into the analysis. Schools attended by the 295 children, however, were at

Lubbock, Shallowater, Idalou and Wolfforth in essentially one urban area. The

parents of only 216 children listed information as to rural-urban residence: of

these all were urban except 14 (10 Farm, 3 Rural Non-Farm and one "other").

5. The missing 73 'Head Start children for whom a record was available consisted

of 43.3 percent Negro, 50.7 percent Mexican-American, and 5.5 percent Anglo-American.

The Mexican-American sub-population is influenced more by migration than the other

groups.
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Statistics based upon these small numbers are meaningless and therefore omitted.

The sample or e7;perimental group is defined by the available Head Start

children, numbering 295. A control group of equal size was selected by matching

each participating child with a non-participant of the same sex, ethnic group,

economic level, and general characteristics. Where possible, matching was done

within the same classroom so that the teacher could make a comparison and evaluation

of the paired children on other measures of school work. In some cases (as when

more than half or even all of a classroom were children who had been in 'Read Start)

it was not possible to find a matching child within the same classroom; a matching

control child was then selected in a similar class elsewhere. In the latter case,

where the paired children did not share the same teacher, the additional teacher

evaluations were impossible. The matching was done midway in the school year before

the question of educational achievement was raised to eliminate possible contamina-

tion by educational equivalence. Two hundred and ninety-five control children were

selected to match 295 Head Start children as nearly as possible in all social

characteristics. It was felt that within the limits of the study any difference

in their school experience could then be attributed to the presence of Head Start

training.

'4potheses

Five major hypotheses were stated for testing on the basis of the data from

the experimental and control groups.

I. Children 'no have had :lead Start training will have "better performance"

in school and/or "better adjustment" to classroom discipline than equivalent pupils

who have not had sued training. It is assumed that such training produces readi-

ness to classroom participation that will be indicated by higher grades and fewer

discipline problems for at least the first few years of school. Obviously, many

iiddle class homes produce a greater readiness of this type than underpriviledged

aomes even with a summer program to lielp the latter. To avoid the effects of such

cross-class bias, the pairing of pupils was made a part of the test.
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II. There :dill be a larger differential between matched 7e;ro read. Start

children and non-Head Start children than between matched "exican-AmericaL Head

Start children and non-Head Start children. It is assumed that the Mexican -

American children of the Lubbock area come from families which are functionally

illiterate in both English and Spanish and have El greater cultural adjustment to

make to school than do the Negro children. While the latter are largely under-

priviledged, they come from families possessing an Anglo-Saxon culture, gaining

thereby some tools to grasp the advantages of pre-school preparation.

III. In all groups, there will be a positive relationship between education-

al level of parents and success of Head Start children. Parents with higher

levels of education are more likely to use books and show an affirmative evalua-

tion for reading and other forms of school experience which create, in the primary

socialization of the child, an anticipation and even eagerness for school ex-

perience, reading of books, etc.

IV. In all groups there will be a positive relationship between the socio-

economic indicators and success of Head Start children. Economic position iE

not assumed to be causal in this relationship but is felt to be a part of an

interrelated set of cultural factors which depress adjustment and achievement in

school.

V. Significant differences will be found when the sample is divided in

ethnic terms, with Anglo (white) students performing best and Negro students

second; the Mexican-American students are expected to rank a poor third even

with Head Start assistance. The low performance of the Mexican-American children

is predicted on the basis of a concentration of all the factors associated with

achievement, especially cultural isolation, low economic position, and low educa-

tional level of the parents. The 1960 Census showed that the Mexican- American

adult in Lubbock had a median educational level of 3.1 years of schooling, lowest
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of all Metropolitan_ Areas of the nation.
6

Test of Hypothesis I and V

The major hypothesis (I) may be restated in operational term3 quite simply:

the Head Start child will make better grades in his first year of school than the

paired control child. Such grades were obtained for the 295 pairs of children.

The results, however, do not support the hypothesis. In compairing the grades

of two children, three results are possible: The Head Start child may surpass,

the two may be equal in performance, or the control child may surpt-s the Head

Start child. Thirty -nine and one tenth percent of the Head Start children did

better; 17.3 percent were equal; and 43.5 percent were surpassed by the control

child. Assigning a value of one, two, and three for the above categories in the

order listed (as was done for statistical analysis), the Mean score was 2.0441

with a Standard error of the Mean of .0529. While this value tends to be in the

direction of superiority of the control child (and resultant inferiority of the

Head Start child) the value is not as much greater taan the score of no difference

as the standard error and hence must be accepted as inconclusive. The hypothesis

is neither proved nor disproved.

For further examination these findings are divided in ethnic terms in Table I.

All ethnic categories show the Head Start child doing poorer work than the control

child with whom he is paired. The differences are not statistically significant

but the disadvantage of the head Start child is most evident in the Anglo-Alaerican

category, contrary to the prediction of Hypothesis V, concerning which more will be

said below.

6.
See W. C. Steglich, "Some Characteristics of Long- vs. Short-Distance

zligrants," in Proceedings of the Southwestern Sociolcal Association, Vol. XIV

(1964), pp. 20 ff.
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Anotaer division of the findings in terms of sex in Table II, however, reveals

a distiucLion which is statistically significant at the .05 level. Of the male ',lead

3Lart. eaildrea, 42.9 percent were superior, 26.2 percent were equal, and 36.0

percent were inferior. The boys snowed a slight advantage from :cad Start training.

Of the girls, however, 34.1 percent were superior, 14.4 percent were equal, and

51.5 percent were inferior. Nearly two out of three of the girls showed no gain

froia Lead Start training.

jhen the ethnic categories are separately examined in terms of sex and dead

Start achievement, further significantdifference are revealdd.(See Table III.)

lie contrast between the boys and girls is most prominent with the Negro sub-sample

in which the boys show a gain from Head Start which the girls do not (significant

at the .02 level). Among the Negro boys, 49.4 percent show a superiority of the

nead Start child, 17.2 percent show no difference, and 33.3 percent show the

superiority of the control child. For the girls the relatioLships are reversed

with 31.6 percent of the .head Start children superior, 13.2 percent equal, and

55.3 percent inferior.

Other studies have shown that the Negro girl in an American environment

e;thibits a pattern of motivation and aspiration which is different from that

found among the white youth. Lott and Lott found among their sample of High School

Seniors that Negro girls scored in a "male" direction (that is, high or low

according to the particular scale).
7

All these findings, considered together, suggest that the usual
sex-typed goal orientations found among white youth do not exist
as clearly among Negro youth. The greater similarity between

...+,//a1
7. Albert J. Lott and Bernice B. Lott, Negro and White Youth. (New York:

'jolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), pp. 33-48 and pp. 71-79.
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TAT= I

ETHNIC DISTRILUTIO7 OF HFAD START CILD771 17 LUTIOCK
1),Y SCHOOL ACHIET7ENT W717 COT PARED 7ITP C0';!TROL CFILDRE7

7thnic Cc' to

Relotivo Achievement ir School.
of 'Totched ChilOren

Total

11 ,-.ad Start Child

Sunorior

7o
Difference

Control Child
Sunerior

An ?;10-American 3 8 10 21

(14.3%) (38.1%) (47.67) (100 7)

-

Mexican - American 45 18 47 110

(40.97) (16.47) (42.77) (lnnT)

Negro 67 25 71 163

(41.17) ( 5.37) (43.(7) (1337)

American Inc,lan u 1 0 1

( ) (1J...) ( ) (100Z)

All Categories 115 52 122 235

(3).C:) (17.6;;) (43.4) (100 )

(For statistical analysis, tae Indian category is omitted.)

= ).3144

p> , 4 df

caLe ories are colla s d to el:Lai-late scam ll calls, the results are similar.)
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TADLL II

LISTRIDUTION O1 START CHILDREN L LULBOCK

a SCHOOL ACALMAILaT CalPAREA) WITh CONTROL CHILD=

Relative Achievement in School
of .hatched Children

TotalSex Head Start Child
Su-erior

No

Difference
Control Child

Superior

eiale 70 33 60 163

(42.9Z) (20.270 (36.3%) (99.9%)

....

Female 45 19 66 132

(34.1%) (14.4%) (51.5%) (130%)

All Children 115 -1J. 12C ,,nr.
4.0.)

.),.,- .
r),

,./
,,%

, (17.67) (43.4%) (100%)

2
= 6.5134

p :.05 , 2 df
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Negro boys and girls nay be related to less sharply delineated

and differentiated sex roles of father and mother within Negro,

than within whit4 families. The relative instability of the

Negro home, the higher probability that a Negro mother is con-

tributing to the family income by outside employment, and the

higher probability that the Negro father is absent from the home,

contribute to the lesser likelihood that the father and mother

roles in the Negro home are as distinct as they are in the aver-

age white home. Since the availability of appropriate adult

models is generally considered a necessary antecedent condition

for the learning of appropriate sex roles by children, the

aforementioned conditions may also help to explain the similar-

ity between Negro boys and girls in goals and values.'

This similarity of goals and values among Negro boys and girls is in con-

trast with different patterns among white (Anglo-American) boys and girls in the

general society. The findings of Lott and Lott, however, deal with finishing High

School students and do not take into account those who have dropped out along the

way. It is likely that the proportion of Negro boys who drop out is greater than

that of Negro girls. Being in a potentially vulnerable position, the Negro boy

.i!lo is starting to school is in need of greater encouragement to achieve in school

than is his sister. It may be that the 7legro boy with Yearl Start experience gets

a stimulus to perforn better which is ladkine: in the Negro boy without that experi-

ence. The need for the Negro girl may not be as great in this regard and sho-;s,

therefore, no gain.

The same tendency is found for the 71exican-American boys ava: girls at a level

of loJer statistical si,nificance. the difference between the percent of

T:ead Start boys who were superior is only 3.1 percentage points greater than the

percentage of superior control children, the proportion of 'exican-American girls

who were superior is 3.7 percentage points s.7)aller than the percenttage of superior

dirls in the control group. Allowing. for any failings which may be attributed to

the natching, the boys did do better than the girls within the ':exican-American

Ibid., p. 161.
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TABLE III

SUB-SA:IPLES OF LUBBOC: HEAD START CHILDREN CLASSIFIED DY

SEX AND SCHOOL ACHIEVE:IENT WHEN COAPARED WITH CONTROL CHILDREN

i

Relative Achievement in School

Ethnic of 'latched Children

Category
Total

by Sex ...dead Start Child '

Superior

-,.,"w

Difference

Control Child
Superior

Negro 'tale 43 15 29 F17

17e-,ro Female0

'/,.
2
= 3.0627

p<.02 M 2 df

24,1 10 44.
/ ,, 76

::exican-American
::ale 26 14 24 oqtel

'lexican-American
Female 1.' 4 23 46

.

-1...,

2
= 3.5631

p4( .25 , 2 df

An3lo-Pmerican
'Tale 1 6 7 12

AD310-Ar.orican
Fanalc 9 6

1J

--- = 1.5361

.20

(This last Chi-square is a dubious statistic since only one cell is as large as the

L_Lininula size of five.)
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Head Start sub-sample. Since normally few 'Texican-American homes stress education

or intellectual effort and the boys in particular often "lacked encouragement from

C)

their parents, especially their fathers, to contillue their schooling,' it is

particularly important to discover any program which will offer a stimulus at the

beginning of this educational process. The emphasis placed. upon conformity, neatness,

aoa-aggression, and dependence are traitG more closely associated with the female

10
than tIle male- and stand in contrast with the theme of machismo (manliness) which

the exican-American boy receives in his dome and neighborhood.
11

The sex differ-

once is not statistically significant as in the case of the 1Tegro children, but it

is in the same direction and is worth noting.

Uith the Anglo-Lacrican (white) children the opposite tendency is found with

the I7ead Start girls outperformik; the boys (shown in Table III). The small sample

(21) 'heaps the Chi-square froia being significant as it would be =iith a larger

sat:.ple haviaz, this distribution. The proportion of all Anglo children (and indeed

of all children la the study) shows that there were many read Start Children who

did not do as dell as the :latched control child. .)epee dence of the investigators

upoa the classroom teachers for the matching would make it easy for them to pass

the responsibility of any error in natching to the otherwise cooperative and help-

ful teachers; it is, after all, possible that the Anglo children were matched noL

vita "culturally deprived" children but 4ith "avera3-" children in the classroom.

It will be necessary, however, to wait for detailed individual investigations in

the second phase of the study to determine the adequacy of the matching.

"*IMINOD

9. Celia S. Heller, ;Mexican American Youtb: Forgotten Youth at the Crossroads.

(New York: Random House, 1966), p. 39.

10. F.iessman, Ea. cit., p. 34.

11. Heller, 22. cit., pp. 35-36.
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Hypothesis II

The second hypothesis predicted specifically that there would be a greater

gain from Head Start on the part of the Negro children over the 'lexican children

because of the lower educational levels of the parents of the latter. Only partial

support is provided for this hypothesis. The Negro boys do show a greater gain

(49.4 percent Head Start superiority as compared with 40.6 percent Head Start

superiority for the Ilexican-American boys). This is offset among the girls where

Negro Head Start cases were superior 31.6 percent of the time and lexican-American

girls 41.3 percent of the time. When these sex categories are combined there is

alaost no difference with 41.1 percent and 40.9 percent superior. Head Start children

among the Negro and Hexican- American sub-samples respectively. Limiting considera-

tion to the boys (who alone showed a gain from head Start), the gain is in the

direction predicted but at a level below statistical significance.
12

To supplement the use of the grades assigned as a measure of school success,

the teachers were asked to rate each child (in comparison with a control child)

in terms of eight questions:

1. Which child was happier in school?

2. Which child participated more?

3. Which child created fewer problems for you (for the teacher)?

4. Which child was more regular in attendance?

5. Which child showed the greater desire to learn?

6. Which child made the greater educational accomplishments during the year?

7. Which child was further advanced at the end of the school year?

0. Which child had the greater overall understanding?

With regard to the superior showing of the boys (due to the strength of the

Negro and Mexican - American sub-samples) in the measurement based upon grades, it

should be noticed that the same tendency is shown in the teachers' responses tomis.
12.

'NI-
2

= 5.85568 , 2 df
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the above questions. Question 7 Which is further advanced?) showed the same

tendency as the measurement of grades and is significant at the .02 level. Ques-

tion 6 (Greater educational accomplishments?) exhibited the same tendency at the

.05 level. Questions 1, 2, and 8 showed the same tendency but not at significant

levels. Not significant but with the opposite tendency is Question 3, with

the teacher feeling that the Head Start %iris created fewer problems in the classroom

even though the boys profited more. In terms of attendance, the teachers rated

Head Start children of both sexes as better than the control children; also, the

teachers rated both as showing less desire to learn; neither difference is signi-

ficant.

Distributions not shown between grades assigned and each of the supplemental

measurements by the teacher yielded significant Chi-squares, usually at extreme

levels. These interrelationships are shown in Appendix III in terms of Contingency

Coefficients ranging from C = .2342 to C = .7393. The lowest level of agreement

was between the grades assigned and attendance reported by the teacher. Even this

C of .2342 is based upon a Chi-square of 11.4956 (with 4 df) which is sig 'ficant

at the .05 level. Agreement also exists between the grades assigned and official

attendance records (C = .2352). Only the Citizenship Grade ("Conduct") yields

relationships at consistently lower levels. Usefulness of this grade as an indica-

tor is further restricted by failure of some schools to record such a grade.

Only with this set of measures of school achievement does sex show such

importance; it is not significant in any of the socio-economic relationships. This

suggests that the role of male and female may have special relevance to school

achievement in the sub-cultures from which these sub-samples are drawn.

Hypothesis III

It was anticipated that level of parental education would be significantly

related to head Start achievement. Table IV shows the distributions by Education
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of dother and Education of Father, each cross-tabulated with Head Start achieve-

ment of the child. Neitaer distribution is statistically significant but in each

case the parents of the Highest educational level (High School graduate) had the

highest percentage of Head Start children who were superior, 47.4 percent and

30.0 percent in the portions of the table dealing with education of mother and

father respectively.

Hypothesis IV

It was anticipated that the economic level of the family would be related

to the success of the Head Start children. Income and occupation may be used as

two indicators for this purpose. Appendix I shows all occupational categories

but for statistical analysis it was necessary in Table V to combine occupational

categories one through five and category eight in order to have a large enough

category to use with the remaining category of laborers who constitute 69.2

percent of the fathers reported. The children of the fathers in higher status

occupations (not laborers) are more likely to excel the paired control child than

are children of laboring fathers (a difference significant at the .05 level). The

impact of this is more evident on the girls than the boys. The Head Start girls

who excel are 60 percent of those in families in higher status occupations and

only 26.9 percent of the category of laboring fathers (noted in Table VI). For

the boys the proportions are in the same direction but less pronounced (51.6

percent and 41.3 percent of the Head Start boys excel in the two occupational

categories).

A similar distinction is shown in the teacher's evaluation of attendance in

Table VII. The girls from homes with higher status occupations are reported by

the teacher as better in attendance (significant at the .05 level). This tendency

is not evident among the boys. It may be noted, however, that attendance has a

.:elatively weak relatiobship with grades (the basic measure of school success)
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TABLE V

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIOY OF PATIMS OF HEAD START CHILDREN
BY SCHOOL ACHIEVEIENT C0'.1PARED 7ITH CONTROL CHILDREN

Relative Achievement ilL School

Occupation
by 'atched Children

Totalof
Kead Start Child

Father
Superior

No

Difference
Control Child

Superior

Laborer 40

(34.3%)

17

(14.8%)

58

(50.4%)

115

(100%)

Other
Occupations 23

(54.9%)

7

(13.7%)

16

(31.4%)

51

(100%)

= 6.4332

p<.05 , 2 df
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whether attendance is reported by the official records or by teacher evaluation.

7,xtreme hardship shown by unemploytient of the father or receipt of public

ass .stance was not shown as necessarily relevant to school achieve-nent. Incorae

as a measure of socio-economic position was of limited value only. 3ecause the

combined presentation is not indicative, Table VIII presents separately the boys

and girls according to family income and :cad Start achievement. lAstributions

do not ilLdicate that Lae girls were helped by dead Start at either lower or upper

income levels (with upper income being derined as anything above 000). The boys

show no difference at upper levels but do a little better at tne income level

below $3000, often defined as the poverty line.

In summation, it may be noted that the boys showed :::ore gain from read Start

than did the girls. When the girls showed an advantage it was due to a socio-

economic variable in their background such as higher status occupation of thy, father.

The boys who showed more gain from Head Start, however, showed this gain at the

level of greatest need, for example, when the status of the family measured by in-

come was the lowest. The superiority of the girls, when present, was based on

advantages prior to and independent of Head Start experience. ,fence this advantage

would be equally present with the control child. The superiority of the boys,

however, was most evident at the places where weakness of the lower class regro and

:exican-Americaa sub-cultures was greatest. If it is true that '7egro and 'Texican-

American girls are more prone to stay and do reasonably well in school than their

brothers, this fact will have its impact upon the control child as much as the child

in the experimental group. It is in the face of this weakness among the boys that

the gains from head Start were made.

A similar interpretation may be given the findings relating to a working

mother. Tables IX and X show that the child with a working mother is more likely

to be judged by his teacher as "participating nore" in school (significant at the

.02 level) and as "being further advanced" at the end of the school year (signifi-
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4.0
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')(-4 = 1.u2i6
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(51.6Z) (19.4%)
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(29.0%)

31

(100)

l'or ,7;irls:

Laboring rather 14

(2 .-.))

5

3.67,0

33

(63.5%)

52

(100%)

Oi:her Occupation

,

--4'' = 312
i

P< , 1 df

12

(60. ;f)

1

( 5.0%)

7

(35.07)

20

(100%)

:rote: LAO Chi-square for tie bottom half of the table is computed on the

basis of four cells formed by collapsing the 2o 1)ifference and Control

cate,;ories to elicainate snail theoretical cells. If the same is done for

the' top half of the table, a Chi-square of .6672 is produced there.
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,
1

Occupation
1 of Father

For Boys
and

For Girls

Estimated Attendance at School
by :latched Children

Total

Head Start Child
Superior

No

)ifference

Control Child
Superior

For Loys:
Laboring Father 24

(51.1)

3

6.470

90

(42.5)

47

(10x0

Other Occupation

1

---1.- = .0301

p > .99 , 1 df
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(57.1%)

2
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7
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(99.320

For Girls:
Laboring Father ii;
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3

°.6%)
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Other Occupation

-*,/
2

- 4.3600

p< .05 , 1 df
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(73.6%)

C

C )

3

(21.4%)

14

(10070

:ote: The Chi-squares for Toth halves of the table are computed on the

basis of four calls formed by collapsing the "7o Difference" and "Control

Child Superior" cate3orics to clinicate small theoretical cells.
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cant at the .05 level) when compared with the control child. Except for "creating

fewer problems" for the teacher, all the other items of evaluation by the teacher

show a superiority of the :lead Start Child with a working mother but at a level

below statistical significance. Parenthetically it may be noted that Negro children

have a larger proportion of working mothers, a tendency opposite that of the Anglo-

and Ilexican-American children (significant at the .001 level).

Riessman noted in 1962 that a culture of poverty could have its strengths as

well as its weaknesses. "The strengths themselves are uneven and complex, often

they are the reverse side of weaknesses. Thus the positive features found in .the

peer culture and the greater sibling interaction may arise from the limited time

that the parents can spend with their children ...; and the maturity of the

children may be related to the fact that the poor are less educated by parents and

teachers and hence forced to develop their own resources at an early age.
u13

In terms of what Riessman has said, the working mother does not necessarily

provide better care for her children; rather, by early throwing them on their own

resources she demands the most of them. That this freedom may have a potential

for social problems as well as school achievement goes without saying. It is in

this adventitious circumstance, however, that the accomplishment of Head. Start is

the greatest. Although the special case of wor!:ing mothers may be interrelated

with low income, low occupation, and other variables previously discussed, it

focuses attention on an area of investigation which need further attention: the

relation of the child within his family. The initial investigation was forced by

limitations of time and personnel to focus on existir7, records. An extension of

13. Riessman, on. cit., p. 186.
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TA2JLE

LIsTainuTio::: or 117AD ST= CNILDR= T1177 1011KTNC .0TNERS

ACCORD= TO TEAC=P:IS EVALUATION OF PARTICIPATION
SCITOOL COPART.7) VI= corT7oL MILT=

Won Status
of

Relative Participation yin School
by ::atched Children

Total
:lother had Start Child

Superior
:To

Difference
Control Child

Superior

Full Time Work r)n4..- 3 15 47

(61.7 %) ( 6.4 %) (31.M (100n

Part Time work 24 .q 3 14 41

(58.5%) ( 7.3n (34.r) (99.99

:Zo ;fork Outside 1C 6 27 51
-0Mt2

(35.3%) (11.9n (52.9%) (100%)

-7-
2

= 8.1204

p < .02 , 2 df

lote: The Chisquare is computed on the basis of six cells formed by
collapsing the "No Difference" and "Control Child Superior" categories
to eliminate small theoretical. cells.
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TAME X

DISTRI3UTION OF HEAD START MILDREN WITH WORKING 'TOT=
ACCORDING TO TEACHER'S EVALUATION AT3OUT D77=0 7URTHER ADVANCED

IN SCHOOL WHEN COMPARED WITH CONTROL CHILDREN

Work Status
of

rein;.; Further tdvancnd in School
Iv 'tatche'l Children

Total

:tother Head Start Child
Superior

No

Difference
Control Child

Superior

rull Time Work 26 1, ln

(44.37) ( 9.17) (49.6) (1007)

Part Tire Work 23 3 15 41

(56.17) ( 7.3"0 (36.67) (10(1c7)

No Work Outside
tople

17 4 30 51

(33.37) ( 7.q7) (53.Til .07)

?
= 6.4722

p-s.05 , 2 elf

:!ote: The Chi-square is computed on the basis of four cells formed by
collapsincY, the "No Difference" and "Control Child Superior" catecrories

to eliminate small theoretical cells.
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the study proposes to make more use of interviewing and stardardized measures in

classroom and home as well as 'hypotheses on the place of migration, and

interrelations of various aspects of the cultural and sub-cultural environment.

Tabular presentation of all possible variables considered in this study is

not being given here. A sumfflary set of data on tae project is presented in

Appendices. If any cross tabulations not presented are desired, they can be pre-

sented upon request.

Evidence presented has not shown an overwhelming success in the ;lead Start

Progra:a. in Lubbock in 1965. What has been shoran is a surprising degree of success

at the places where the need may have been the greatest. 'recognition of this

should increase rather than hamper efforts within the program to prepare disadvan-

taged children for effective school participation.
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aEpoia uF THE EFFECTIVL NLSS or PROJECT HEAD START,

LUI5LOCI:, TEXAS*

W. G. Steglich, Project Director
Walter J. Cartwright, Principal Investigator

Objectives

The basic concern in the continuation study of the Lubbock population of children

who participated in Project Head Start in the summer of 1965 was whether any gains

that could be detected in the first year would still be visible at the end of the

second grade. .patched pairs of head Start and control children were used for this

measurelaent. Of the 590 children (295 iatched pairs) of the first year's study, only

513 individuals remained for the more detailed second year's investigation. Data on

this sample of 510 will be presented below. For the major question, however, of

whether the head Start children performed better or worse than matched control group

only those children could be used who remained matched. Seventy-six pairs were

eliminated from such an analysis because, while one was available for study, the

other was no longer in the school system. Children who moved to another school when

they were available to the investigators were included. Further loss to the control

and experimental groups resulted from one of the pair being retained or assigned to

special education classes. No attempt was made to correct errors in matching after

the fact. When, however, the children in the second year were assigned by the school

system to different types of programs, their work was no longer comparable and could

47) not be used in this analysis. The combination of these factors left 140 matched pairs

14) (both of whom had passed or both of whom had failed) out of the original 295 pairs.

00
* Research reported here was carried out under Contract No. 0E0-2465 between

Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas, and the Office of Economic Opportunity,

1200 19th Street N. W., Washington, D. C. 20506.

ran
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Concern. was felt by the investigator:3 a'::out the influence this attrition niht

7.1ave on ti two year comparison (second 2rade as compared 7ith rirGt grade) that :7a3

inclueJ in the study. In thra inajor ...:,.ea,;urmert- of th- aillty of 7:1Pd ,c3tart to

inprove a child's opportunity to do school work when compared with the matched child,

a superior 7.:ead Start &lid aas scoi:ed as 1, acu:LI achievement was scorod as 2, and

a superior control child vaJ 3corel a; 3. A.:IIOLl; the 275 original :airs, a mean

score of 2.441 jjj a standard error of the mean of ..)52r. ',;as compute:L. Then t%e

sa::le comparison witIlin the 14') remaining pairs ,fas coputed a mean scora of

was computed. The initial saple of 25 f:air s did not vary significantly from no

afference" between icad Start and cotrol while the ..lore restricted sample remain-

ing was clearly in the direction of superiority of the control cild. Attrition,

tnen, had produced a sub-sample w1Lich could z41ter the findings by maing it more

difficult to show Head Start: superiority. Instead, an inferiority of the total.

ijead Start group was indicated. It is froTi this gloomy position that the analysis

of the data attained at the end of the second trade as begun.

Prsented in Table XI are the distributions of comparative grades of the chil-

dren by ethnic group in both 1966 and in 1967. In the first grade the control chil-

dren were superior in all categories. In the second grade, while there is a slight

increase in superior Head Start children for all categories (largely a shift frofq

the "no difference" category), only in the Negro category does this become greater

than the number of superior control children. Even this change is not statistically

significant.
14

Data from the first year's study (in Table II) suggested a greater gain for boys

14. When the data for the Negro children for 1965-1966 and 1966-1967 are

analyzed by the chi square test, ..)L2 = .9309

df.50<p <.7k0 , 2 .



TABU: NI

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF 140 urAD START CHILDRIET IN LUBBOCK

BY SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT MEN COMPARED wim CONTROL CHILDRIi;

1

LLanic cat,q.Lory

eiative Achievement in School

of jatched Children
Schosl_year 1565-1)06 Total

klead Start Child

Superior

i4o

Lifference

Control Child

Superior

nglo-American 2 2 5 9

(22.2%) (22.2 %) (55.6%) (100;'')

L:exican-Aaerican 18 12 23 53

(34.U) (22.0) (43.4%) (100%)

Negro 27 16 33 76

(34.5 %) (23.1%) (42.3%) (100%)

Relative Achievement in School
of the same i iatche -d Children

School year 1966-1967

An6lo-American 4 0 5 9

(44.4%) (55.6%) (100%)

_lexican-kaerican 21 7 25 53

(3).6%) (13.2;4) (47.2%) (100Z)

i.egro 31 23 27 76

(39.7%) (25.6%) (34.6%) (99.9%)

(For statistical analysis, the Anglo-American category is omitted from each half

of the table because of the small numbers involved.)

In the Upper calf of the table, representing grades the first year of school,

= .0153

p>. .99 , 2 6f.

In the lower 'half of the table, representing grades in the second year of school,

/
2
= 3.6201

.10< p< .20, 2 df.



Liao. girls from ilead Start participation. The attrition already mentioned lessened

tie level of significance of the differences noted although it did not change the

direction of the 1)66 grades for the smaller 1967 sample (see Table XII). The 1967

grades showed a slight increase in superior performance for both head Start boys and

girls, although the differences between them are less than the first year cnd. in the

same direction, indicating a very slight superiority of the boys in profiting from

Head Start experience.

Table presents a similar comparison between the first and second grade

achievements of the 140 pairs of children, according to sex and ethnic group. The

male superiority and Negro superiority in the previous tables are found to reside

in tae i ;egro male category which has the greatest proportions of Head Start children

who were superior over the reverse ranking of superior control children. In 1:11.:

second grade, however, the degree of gain from 'dead Start by this single category

of Negro boys is partially offset by slight increases among Negro girls, '!exican-

American girls and both boys and girls in the very small Anglo classification,

With these changes the differences between male and female drop below the usual

levels of statistical significance.

An alternative way of examining the achievement of the children in the sample

and various sub-samples would be in terms of average grades, making it possible

in addition to compare means with the larger group of 510 children interviewed,

including those who were no longer matched. The school systems represented in the

study used a four grade system of IT (unsatisfactory), I (needs to improve), S

(satisfactory), and H (highly satisfactory). A numerical grade based on the

decimal system not being available, the letter grades were converted to numbers

By assigning the value of 0,1,2,and 3 to each of the grades respectively.
15

15. Five 'lead Start Children made from 1 to 4 H's and 3 control children

made from 1 to 5 1 .'s.
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relative Achievement in School
of 'latched Children

School Year 1965-1()66 Total

!ead Start Child
Superior

-,,"w

Difference
Control Child

Superior

ale
,.,
2 21 26 75

(37.32') (23.0%) (34.77) (100%)

i'eualc 19 11 35 65

.2Z) (16.9Z) (53.9n (100%)

All Children 47 39 41 140

(33.6:) (29.%) (43.6%) (100.1%)

T.lelative Achievement in School

of the same -atched Children
School year l'.1(:(1-n67

_......

':ale 32 14 ln- , 75

(42.7%) (10.77') 32.7n (100.17)

Ful.a.lic
94 13

^
L
,s..., 5

(?(-er) (".r) (! 3.r!) (12r)

All Children 5C,

i

27 57 14

(4t)7) (r r) On r) nn
_______1_...."._...._....

1 4. ,
r) L.. 1,1) r

=

< in. , 2
n -r

7-7r half of L.

= r"Zr,

nn< 0 5 2

:0-acles no arst T:!ar of ;choo1.,

t,.] '1 lrzrct reth,2 2ar fL.; r.:min grs in aecond y oscool

rolr all childrc:,-., co:1.;?arinii; .he two year3 in Eie Leo :lalves of `th e Lable,

= 1.3457
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^7 //' ST2.7T C=777 CLLSSiri-L
ci.7)=JL :Lir= T- '17;3 SCLOCL yzArs

,,s,1,.tiv,: :,e,11t.,vt_lc_nt L.. r2.:loolh1c
by Thatetud C.::,11,:reL, in 1?",5-C:ory Total

ILua:. `.'tar'.; 7,11: ,,o Control Child
Su.

ZuL2rior 4.-,

,.;Laro ':alu ir; ii 12 41

(43.7) (25.7') (29.37)
(133%)

:',L:3ro Female 0 7 21 37

(24.r) (10.97) (5.';.n-) (loo)
1(....t , 6.1544
40.) 1 1 f

-2.....= '.-
: :Cr.': I c aa-Ane r i c au r

.,

n 13

':ale (37.17) (32.17) (35.77) 09.2n

Mexican-A acricala J 3 13 15

FeLlale on.cn (12.n7) (5'.07) (1007)
9/ .

'''YN"' = 3.2313
1-) >A!) '' df ....

An3lo :Tale 1 1 4 6

(16.7.) (15.77) (66.770 (100.17)

Anglo Female 1 1 1 3

2 (33.37) (33.3 %) (33.3%) (99.9%)
no -,-

comuted
Relative Achievement in school

b :Tateled Children in 1966-1967

7.egro :Iale 21 10 10 41

(51.27) (24.47) (24.47) (1007)

-..Te3ro Female 10 10 17 37
q (27.0%) (27.0%) (45.9%) (99.97)

-f-,'" - 5.5274
.05 .10 2 df

::exican-American 9 4 k5 2e

(31.2%) (14.2%) (53.57) (100%)

Texican-American 12 3 10 25

Female (48.0%) (12.0%) (40.0%) (100%)

2
--2t-- = 1.3852

3,--.2011:a
Anglo :ale 2 0 L. '4 6

(44.4%) (55.6%) (100')

Anglo Female 2_ 0 1 3

° (66.7%) (33.3Z) (100Z)

computed

-

Because of small numbers in the "no difference" column for the Mexican-American
children in 1966-1967, these cells are collapsed with the "Control Child Superior"

cells adjacent to them, creating a classification with four cells.



There being six grade periods in the school year, the resulting grades ranged from

zero for six grades of U to more than 12 for grades of S with a mixture of II grades.

Table presents the leans (X) for the grades of 510 children In the Lubbock sample

in 1967 and for various sub-samples. On the basis of these Figures it is possible to

say that the control children made higher grades than the head Start children (but

riot significantly higher). It may also be noted tat the Anglo-Americap cUld did

better than the :legro and l!exicar-American child anti on the average the s!exican-

American child did better than the negro child. The existence of variations in school

1(5

achievemeat emoag ethaic and cultural ;mins have been --oted 1,-; others. Thts does

not are3'7er the question, however, as to a:.ether any of then :,rorit from Thad

Start experience. Cnly gains from among e Jiaadvanteged school population provides

evidence at this point. Putting the ethnic and 7:cad Start classifications together

ia Table :;IV), it will be aeen that only in the ::"egro sub-sample die the 'Read

Start child do bettor than the control child with whom he was matched. If the

analysis of the offect.tveaess of Project Lead Start i going to deal aith the

posaibility of aila froi:, the progreea, it must give special attention to sub-samples

aearing evidence on this, even thoug the statistical certainty of the results be

reduced with the size of the sample.

Since 75.3 percent of the fathers for whom occupational data was available in

t'e original sample of 1Tegro ,ead Start children were laborers (and 72.3 percent of

tie fathers of all ethnic groups), the relationship of achievement with occupation

16. ilecently nel Alien %cDowell has pointed out the significant differences

in "iatelligeace" and "general d:dlity favoring Anglo children among the ethnic

groups. Differences were also found to exist between the 'negro and Spanish surname

children, favoring the Spanish surname children in the San Antonio area. See: "iel

Allen :lc:Dowell, "A Status Study of the Academic Capabilities and. Achievements of

three ethnic .groui)s: An ;lo, regro, and Spanish Surname in an Antonio, Texas,"

Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. 27, "o. 9 {':arch I967 ) p. 2470-A.
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TABLE XIV

AVERAGE GRADES FOR 510 CHILDREN IN 1967 AND FOR VARIOUS SUB-SA:1PLFS
BY ETHNIC GROUP, hEAD START PARTICIPATION, AnD RETHNTION

'umber__

Category of
Children

:ean

Grade
SE of X

.....

Total in Lubbock Sample 510

in 1966-1967
3.7667 .1733

......._

Negro Head Start Children 152 0.7200 .2P69

Negro Children in Control Group 143 3.3016 .3646

All Negro Children (sub-total) 293 5.5597 .2301

::exican-Alaerican Nead Start 94 3.4631 .4060

-Texican-American Control Group 92 9.2717 .4002

All :lexicon-American (sub -- total) 186 2.3656 .7856

Anzlo-A:aerican Head Start 15 9.1333 1.1013

Anglo-American Control Group 16 11.0629 .2,1117

All z!,nslo-American (sub total 31 1.,
in 1..i.,-90,/ n .7C13

__.

All Head Start Children 259

in Lubboc!:. Sam2le 1966-10',7

2.6525 .9295

All Control Chil1ren 251

in. Lubboc Salc)le 1.6-19(.:7

n nob f),'Ir

7,oa-r3tainul Clail.J.ra JD
nrn n nle,r, .2152

(Second Grad in 1966-1967)
Retained Children (First grade 152

for the second time Iii 1966-1967)
0.3613 .2375
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of father should be noted. In tie original 1966 sample there was a significant rela-

tionship ( = 6.4332 p < .05, 2 df ) with Head Start children of laboring

fathers being inferior to the matched child of the control group and Head Start chil-

dren of non-laboring fathers being superior in this matching (see Table V) . Table XV

presents the same relationships for the 140 matched pairs which remained in the sample

in 1967. Due to attrition, the differences have dropped below the .05 level of

significance, although still in the direction of a marked inferiority on the part of

Head Start children with laboring fathers. The comparable data on 1967 grades shows

no change in the relative performance of Head Start children whose fathers were non-

laborers, but shows a decided decrease in inferiority of the Head Start child whose

father was a laborer. The "no information" category which may be taken as a mixed

category, lies between the other two in tendency. The trends do not prove that there

has been a "significant" improvement among Head Start children in the second grade

but it does "suggest" that there has been a decrease in a marked inferiority that was

associated with occupational level of the father. Table XVI indicates these relation-

ships

'gra 51

when divided by sex of child. As the number of children in the "Other Occupa-

tions" category has been limited by attrition to seven girls and twenty boys, this has

been combined with the "no information category" which probably contains seventy to

seventy-five percent laboring fathers and masks the tendencies that might have been

revealed. The differences between the 1966 and 1967 data, therefore, are not signifi-

cantly great although there is a greater inferiority on the part of the girls of labor-

ing fathers than similar boys and a slight vain in 1967 in Head Start superiority for

bon boys and girls.

The slight gains made in school achievement for the T4ead Start dhildren shown in

Table XVI were not accompanie0 by improvement in regularity of atten(lance (see Table

XVIII). There was no difference between the first and second grade, for the children

whose fathers were reported to have other occupations but there was a reversal of
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TA TILE NV

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS OP 140 HEAD START CHILDREN
BY =LB'S SCMOL ACHIEVE= 7.7= CMPARBD T..7ITH CONTROL CKILDREN

occupation
of

Father

Relative Achievement in School'
by Tatched Children in 1965-1966

Total

Head Start Child
Superior

No

Difference
Control Child
Superior

Laborer 12
(24.5%)

10

(20.4)
27

(55.1 %)

49

(100T)

Other
Occupations

13

(42.11
5

(18.57)

9

(33.37)

?7

(90.91

Yo
Information on
Occu -ation

1?

(34.47)

17

(26.6%)

25

(39.1%)

64

(100.17)

Laborer

Relative Achievement in
by Matched Children in 19166-1967

chool

16

(32.7%)

14

(28.6%)

19

(38.8%)

49

(130.1%)

Other 13
(49.1:)

5

(13.5°)

9

(33.3%)

27

(99.9%)

eio

Inforaation °n
occupation

27

(42.2%)

0

( 2.5%)
29

(45.R)
74

(100%)

A statistical analysis was made of the first two rows in each naif of the table in

order to determine the differences between the children whose fathers were laborers
and all others for whom information was available.

On the 1966 data,
2
= 4.7349

p>. .05 , 2 af.

3n the 1967 data,

4.- = 1.9339

p .30, 2 cif.
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OCCUPATIOT:AL DISTRI3UTIO: OF TFAT7ES OF =AD START MILD= IN 140 :=77D
PAIRS SI:= SEPLIAT7LY FOR :1)0YS A:TD AcconnIrc TO c7nn's ACP:17XF= IT.: SMOOL

CO:IPARFD WITT1 CONTROL CEILDRE7

Occupation of
For Boys and

Relative achievement in School
by Latched Children in 1965-1q56 Total

For Cirls Ilead Start Child

amerior
.::o

Difference

Control Child
Su)erior

For Boys:
Laboring Fathers 6

(26.1%)

7

(30.4%)

1C

(43.5')

23

(100%)

All Others

-71.- ."-

1
1.7163

p ;,.30 , 2 df

22

(41.5%)

14

(26.57)

17

(32.1 %)
53

(100 %)

For Girls:
Laboring Fathers 6

(23.1%)

3

(11.5%)

17

(65.4%)

26

(100 %)

All Others

e-1._
2
= 3.3294

p>.10 , 2 df

13

(34.2%)

00

(21.1%)

17

(44.7%)

33

(100%)

Relative Achievement in School
by "latched Children in 1966-1967

For Boys:
i Laboring Fathers 3

(34.17)

6

(26.1%)

n
.

(39.1 %)

23
(100%)

All Others

-7c-
?

= 1.4731

p N.,..30 , 2 df

24

(45.3%) (15.1%)

21

(39.6%)

53

(1007)

For Girls:
Laboring Fathers 8

(30.8%)

R

(30.f3 )

10

(38.5%)

26

(l00.1w)

All Others
2
= 3.06031-.....

p.> .10 , 2 df
/

16
(42.1%)

5 17

(13.2 %) (44.77)

k...._____

38

(100%)
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TARLF XVII

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRI=10:: OF FATurP9 or HFAD START C7ILDP17 qTloWN

SEPAPATELY FOP 130YS An CT LS IN 1965-66 anc 19A6-67 ACCOPPINC TO

RECORD OF SC700L ATTENDANCE LI:1PN CO",PAPED UITH CONTROL CT1TLnR7N

Occupation of Father

For L'oys and

For Girls

Reomlarity of
b- Matched

---r-
mead Start Child

Superior

Attendance
Children in

at School.

1965 -66 Total

---
:,o

Difference

Control Child
Superior

or Loys:
Laborin Fathers 13

(39.1%)

ti 9

(43.9;0

22

(100 %)

20

(1007)
33

(100"f)

('-ui_Ller

Occu ations

12

(6U.3;)

o

(40.07)
19

(57.6%)
:43 Infor,Lation

on occupation

-1"- =5>.626

p,, .35 2 2 f*

11

(33.3)
3

1.;.1:)

For Girls:
Laborine; Fatners 13

41%)
1

3 7%)

13
1/1.3.1D

27

12222P

Other
____Ipations

6

(U5.7%)

0 1

(14.3%)

7

(100%)

,;o Information
on occupation

q

--1-' = .0216
r' 1 df*

13
(41.9)

_

6.5%)

16

(51.6%)

31

(100n

1-egularity ef Attendance at School
by :l'atched Children in 1966-67

For Loys:
Laboring Fathers 9

(4O.)7)__L_2_._14%
2 4.

11

( 50.()%)

,,,

(

44.

10r)

Other
Occupations

12

6246n
0

2

( 3.0 %)

3

(40.0 %)

19

(57.6%)

20

(100%)

33

(100 %)
1:o Information
04 occupation

--
2
= 2.4473
.10 2 df*

12

(36.4%)

For Girls:
Laboring Fathers 9

33.3%

1

( 3.7%)

17

(63.0 %)

27

(10070

Other
Occupations

6

(35.7%)

0 1

(14.3 )

7

10070

,.;o Information

on occupation

--ik2 = 3.3170
___IL-7.05 Z 1 df*

16

(51.6%)

15

(43.4 %)

31

(100 %)

In Computing Chi Square, all "",;o Difference" responses are combined with "Control

Child Superior." "Other Occupations" is combined with ":To Information" in both

computations for the girls.
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pattern for the laborers' sons who had better attendance in 11;65-1)66 and the

daugaters wao snowed no difference in tae comparison with the control children.

contrast, in 19uti-E;67 'both dead Start boys and girls were inferior to the matched

children ill attchdance. aLfortunantly, no better stratification indicator was avail-

able to the investigators from school and aead Start records; information on income

for the matcaed chilaren is too skiii.py to investigate further the influence :-)f low

economic status upon retention of gains made from 1:ead Start experience (see Table

Low occupational level seems to be characterized by some losses, although

this is not conclusive.

One of the major gains that could be expected from a program like Head Start

would be an increase in readiness to participate in classroom activities. In the

first year's analysis (see Table it was reported that the classroom teachers had

rated the Head Start children with mothers who worked full time as most superior in

relative participation when compared with the control child, the children of part

time working mothers close behind, and the children of mothers who did not work out-

side the home as inferior in relative participation. This was interpreted as indicat-

ing that perhaps the working mother "by early throwing them on their own resources"

demands the most of aer children.
17 Present data provide a means of measuring whether

tais initial eagerness to participate was sufficient to create superior accomplishment.

Table 2= indicates a particular inferiority in school grades, which is after all a

major indicator of school achievement, for the Head Start child whose mother works

part time. rurthermore Lae initial inferiority of the child whose mother did not work

is offset in the second grade by the greatest improvement in grades. These are, after

all, the same children in both halves of the table. The improvement of the Head Start

children whose mothers do not work (a 33.3 percent increase in superior cases and a

36.7 percent decrease in inferior cases) suggests that the availability of mother may

17.
See page 24 above.
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DIS TaL3UT ION 7GP 7.L :IL I:S Of 1 V In.= ST A= CIUL: 7,7L7 ACC' 111.17 TO

ILa0 OL C =

Pal:iily Iacowe

aelative Achieverient in Seiool

:), 'latched C'ildren in 1565-1Y.,6
Totalhead Start Child

Superior

"o

lifference
Control
ainerior

Under $3000
annually

6

26.17

;
,

(26.17

23
100 n

;Cu30 or over
annuall

11

44.0%)

4

(16.0%

10

(40.07)

25

(1007

No Information
on Income

4'1

43.5%)

Total 1965-66 47

(33.6%)

32

(22.97)

61

(43.67)

140

(100.1%)

Relative Achievement in School
by natched Children in 1966-1967

Under $3000
annuall

8

(34.8%

5

21.7%)

10

43.57

23
100%)

$3000 or over
annually

12

48.0%)

11111§111111ME

05 °

20.0% 32.0%)

39

(42(42.4 %)

25

100%)

No Information
on Income

92

100%)

Total 1966-67 56

(40.0%)

27 57

(19.3%) (40.7%)

140

(100%)

Because the meaningful comparison is between the family incomes below and above

$3000, only these two rows in each part of the table enter into the statistical

analysis.

For the upper part of the table, = 2.3266 p > .30 , 2 df.

For the lower part of the table,- y..,,2 = 1.5031 p>.30 , 2 cif.

For the comparison of the totals in the two halves of the table,

9
= 1.3457 n >-.30 , 2 df.
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TA= 7;17,

WO'd STATUS OF ''OTHERS 07 140 HEAD START CHILD=
ACM= TO SCHOOL ACHIE=ENT WHEN CO:IPAPED WITH CONTROL CHILDPEN

Work Status
of

Relative Achievement in School

22221aLfrled Children in 1965-1966 Total

'Iother Head Start Child
Superior

,

No
nifference

Control Child
Superior

Pull time work,

Part time work

12

7

10

7

13

14

35

2S

No work

To Information

12

16

3

12

19

15

34

43

Relative Achievement in School
by Matched Children in 1966-1967

Full time work

Part tile woriN.

13

)

9

5

13

13

35

26

I:o work

':,c) Information

16

18

6

6

12

19

34

43

In order to compare the combined working mothers with all others, computations were

based upon the six cells indicated by the lines in each half of the table, excluding

totals.

For the upper part of the table,

2
= 1.2342

p > .50 , 2 df.

Fortne lower part of the table,

= 2,1126

p? .33, 2 df
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be more important for continuing school achievement than the advantage of eagerness

produced by a preschool program

It could be assulAed that the availability of mother miga t help attendance by

getting the child to school. Strangely, this does not seem to be the case. Table

presents the record of absence of the child by mother's work status and by father's

occupation. The limiting number of responses on parental occupation further reducer;

the sample but emphasizes one datum: while seventy percent or more of "lead Start

children had a record of fewer days absent in ithree categories (all children with

fathers in other occupations and childrea of laboring fathers who al:-;o have working

Aothers), a sreater record of abserIces is noted For chiljren of 7a(o_oring fathers and

wothers who did not woe:- The nur,bers are small an! the statistic is not si-IniFL-

cant at the .05 level Tiut it shows tiat t'oe -7ca:IvIess 'LI school attendance does not

lie at the place where it be c:o2catod Further it dou1:1 suggest that if the

notiler at ho-ae is hellIful in encourain7, te child to Iperforo. 7ell in lelool it lies

in 30':3 other factor than mail,taining perfect attendance.

A sociograla was give to the children in the test and control groups to 'ensure

sLaaing of inleoc children %7-ita their peers. .acn classr000l co staining oae or cif)r.:

children in the original i JJt $a:: le Jas askeJ to list the children iA his roo.1 near

.ho,_ he Jould lIhe to sit if the clan :; seating aere to ie rc arras; ;ed. Fach child

could list as .allf children as he wished. For those wh) :roi6ht not 1-e able to -:rite

all ,la,aes, the co :pieta roster of the class was listeci on the -olackboar! win a

corresi,00.dia; number. The naaes olt the roster -:rore called out with t:Ae acconpLLLIn

nul:lber were to be listed oa the sociogral. form by nuX)er. The process '::as

lle enough that every child could comply. Mile chi l wren ;!ho were not in either

the e:.zperLaental or control ;.;routs were tested To further, the inclusion of all

Children in the classes in the sociograA gave a means of coparing :lead Start and

Control Children with the balance of the class on this one ite:A. As a byproduct, it

provided some status for the children who were called out of class individually for
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STAT66 hi.AD FATIES ARE LA:JoRLas

ui. \.:0 1"-o SC" OOL T"'- kV./ r - 4i- - 19661)u7

,:ork Status

U.L.

Alotner

AlliiiDer of days
for i-lad Start

Laboril:i

abseat froia school
Children with

Fathers Total

3 days to 9 1/2 days I 16 days or more

A.:oth r :,;ork.6 . 23 9 32

(71.) 20.1;0 (1002)

'Does Aut. Mork 9 17

2
-/... = 2.951:)

(47,1) (52.9;r) (10.r)

f.J5 , 1 d

..-:umber of days absent froul school

for lead Start Children with Fathers
in Other occupations

':othLr ,:ork:.3 7 3 10

70 (30.0"0 (100Z)

goes not 'v:or::. 13 3 13

'
----/.... = .14)47

(76.9Z) (23.1) (1007)

73 , 1 cif
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Furtaer te3tinz; 1)./ ,lefininL; the test situation a3 an iu2ortant one for all in school.

In analysis of the socioL,rat, tLe nu!lber of cl.oices received Lvery chili:! in

eac'L classroou was eo,vputed. Ti e i :con ntriber of choice- in ea2h classroom aas

stand,rized to 20, maLing it possible to co' pare choices received in one classrowl

dit:1 all others. All sociogram scores were thus adjusted to read as a number less

than or greater than 20. All of the head Start children averaged a sociogram score

of 19.43, meaning they were chosen sliz;htly less than the class average. The control

children averaged 2n.26, slightly above the class average. A similar count of the

choices made by each child yielded an average (mean) of 20.62 for the mead Start

child and 20.13 for the control child both slightly above the standardized class

average.

These sociogram score3 may be used to test further the adjustment of the children

to the classroom as an indication of peer acceptance. Table XXI shows that the child

of a workinz; mother is chosen significantly more than the child of a mother who does

not work. difference seems to exist in the number of choices made for the socio-

gram in whether the mother works, both categories overchoosing more than underchoosing.

The independence of the child of a working mother, as we have seen, le0 him to partici-

pate eagerly in class in the first grade (Table IX), possibly improved his attendance,

and, now, indicates his acceptability to his peers in the second grade, without,

however, improving his grades.

A linimum Socialization Scale was constructer) to measure the ability of the child

18
to meet general social (adult) standards rather than the standards of his peers.

Following careful instruction, three graduate students in 510 interviews rated each

child in terms of 12 items. ile was given a score of one for each item done acceptably

18.
The !lini-tun Socialization Scale, which was constructed with the assistance

of Dr. Authur 3. Sueney of Texas Technological College, Psychological Consultant to
the project, is to it Appendix VIII.
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F;1

r17,

411tiT anti

m,m;r0T1 1"1"'TT"-rT. "'
t. .

' or '7,tatns

0

ot,:ar

91'':1 il:I= 4n 2,..7,cio---,

Total

'''vercaosen

....._

T1nI,:crchosen

L,i..er Jr::s
,,
...).,

-.,
...)..,

,

,.;)

4.40%.:...; nut ',Tori, **

----/...t. .... 7.)).'i

p4, .31 , 1 df

.1.t.J ..., 77

...................m.4

:a:ILI' e 1: of selections ..:ade in FocioL;ra

Overchoosin;.; * ',;nderchoo- *.,;,

::other ::or%s 36 ^7 r. 3

rocs not ',:ork **

8,

-A:

p> .73 , 1 df

41 3 77

Overchosen-and underchoseh represents a measure of social choices in the classroom
which contrasts the tires a child was chosen asairst the average (mean) number of
Choices received by all the pupils in the class. TJndcrchosen represents a number
of choices less than the mean; overchosan represents a number of choices equal to
or greater than the mean. Similarly, the number of choices made by each child is
compared with the mean of the number of cl!oices made by all the pupi]A ; in the class.

Combined with the count of mothers who did not work are those for whom no informa-
tion is available which could includ,a some wor7,inc,, ''.others. This combination will
be practiced in the tables to follaa.
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such a3 givin, his nava, extending his. hand, choosiir; a chair that was close rather

than rancta, sitti-24; do-7n, etc. A nezn.tivs score was anticipatee to an ite,, on

rction to a period of ay'swar-1 silence but proved. to be of little value as only three

children were judged to Tlerit this ntive r tin w. T''y the locord grade -lost children

seen to be socialized to the point of sittins, silently while n teacher (or teacher

surro ate) perforns another tasi:. The total silt of twelve iuestions, however, yields

a possi'lle score from 0 to 12, with a moan scorn of 5.81. Ta')le presents a

distribution of these scores in termF of whether the nether works, without anv

cant difference. Also in this table 4.s division of the cases according to Negro and

1-Adie ricaa.1 While taere is a pr ponderance (77.4 perceat) of 'exica,71-Aalerican

cases in the toes not work" category and alalost as great a proportion 02.3 percent)

of ::egroes in the opposite category (":other works") , these distributions do not yield

significant differences within each ethnic category. Opposite tendencies in the

Socializatio Scores tend to cancel each oner out. In Table LXIII :;egro and ;:exican-

American Socialization scores are compared. Loth head Start and Control groups indi-

cate significant differences at the .001 level with the ,lexican-American children

scoring higaer on the Socialization scale. Tue ethnic difference in the number of

working motaers is also significant at tae .31 level.
2u

nat is, ethnic membership

is highly associated oita having a working mother and with the traits measured by the

:11..aiwuo. Socialization Scale. Care must be exercised, therefore, that an attempt to

measure gains from nead Start experience should not be confounded with ethnic differences.

c. The reader should not attempt to make the 7,egro and iexican-American portions
of Table =I equal to Lae totals (all cases) at the top of the table as a small number

( ) of Anglo-Americans are not listed in tnis table except in the totals.

20. When tae Legro and .Lexicaa-American distributions on whether the mother work

or not (the iaarginals in Table Lai) are compared, they produce a .N y...2
= 40.4744

p c:.oni , 1 df.



WC= STATUS OF 10-11=TIS or 1 40 IlEAD START UTILT=
ACCORDTX TO SOCIALIZATIO SCOR7S OF CHILD AND ET:NIC

Work Status
of

other

".quimull Socialization Score

Total
1112.h Score

C- 12
:addle Score

5 - 7
Low Score

0 - 4

All cases
:loner Works 18 21 24 63

Does not Work 21 32 le 77
9

--/-.... = 3.7474

p>.10 , 2 df

Negro
:loner Works 10 17 242 49

Does not Work. 4 12 13 29
2

---ik- = 1.0475

p;>..50 , 2 df

:!exican-American
:lother Works 7 4 1 12

Does not Work 12 24 5 41
, 2

--f..._, not computed

TALE :7111

nECRO An :':1EXICA!'ff-LIERICP., START CONTnOL CHILDREN ACCORDrY3 TO 771=4
SOCIALIZATIO" SC0779

.

'Ethnic

Designation

"9".

"Tinimun Socialization Score
Total*Higb Score "riddle Score

3 -12 5 - 7
Low Score
0 - A

No.ro :Tend Start 14 20 35 78

'lexicon-American
.Tend Start 19 6 53

4,,, = 17.1412 1

n .001, 2 df i

'Tocro Control $ 37 33 78

Mexican - American

Control 19 24 10 53

,---/,2 = 15.3420

p 4.001 , 2 Of
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Ltaaie uifferehces are contEolled in the comparison of ilead Start with non-Head Start

children on socialization scores by use of matched children. Table .L;IV indicates

that work status of the mother is related at the,.02 level to Socialization

scores in the paired, observations. The acad Start child with a working mother tends

to ue socialized better than the *Lead Start child whose mother is not reported as

aor:eing. This is consistent with popularity with peers evidenced by the sociogram

scores but inconsistent witn grade achievement.

Standarized tests of achieveiaent provide another basis of testing school ability

and, as one would expect, are consistent with the grades achieved. During the second

grade the schools from which the sample was drawn make use of Science Research

Associates (Chicago, Ill.) tests for measure of ability in reading and arithmetic.

aesults of these two tests are given in Table 1::;.V, slowing a superiority in SRA scores

for the dead Start child with a non-working mother. The differences are at a level

less than statistical significance, however. Of the 112 :Lead Start children whose

scores are presented in Table XV, five were paired with children who missed the test,

leaving 107 matched pairs. when these comparative scores on the SRA tests are

analyzed by sex (Table ;;.HVI), Head Start boys did significantly better (at the .51

level) than the girls ou the reading test and on the arithmetic test. The differences

between categories as wholes are slight as Table in Appendix VII
21

shows and the

possibility of gains from 'dead Start are more draidatically shown when the differences

between the sample pairs are shown as in Table =VI.

In terms of ethaic differences, the Anglo-American children attained the highest

average grates (see the coiaparative means for grades and related measures in Appendix

VII), with the :".c.axicata---4Alilerican children seconr.1, and the ::egro children lowest. In

the comparative showing of the lea d Start children e'ith the control children as paired,

the order was reversed, zains beina s:lo--;11 by the :,'tart.: eliPron, little by

21.
Appendt: VII arc iset!llalou:_:-) tai tilat present data, alreacirsllo-in,

accorlirl to division 1)y 3a: :ivi7;lo at t7e.:2
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TABU

UORK STATUS OF mOTTIETRS OF 140 77AD STAPT CHTLDPFN!
ACC0MMT1 1 TO 4TNrrrN SOCIALIZATION SCORE
T4EEY COMPARED WIT4 CONTROL CHILDRE

.

or oLatus
of

e..1.1ative .iaL,ura Socialization Scores

of .:atcheC, Cailc:ren Total

.locaer :ead Start Child
Superior

1,0

Jiffc:rence

Control Child
Superior

l'other orks 39 G 18 63

(61.)7) :).57!) (23.67) Wr)
6.......****.*

Joes .iot t;ork 29 13 35 77

(37.7) (16.) (45.57) (100%)

Totals bk.; 19 53 14C)

(43.6) (13.62) (37.) (10(r)

= 3.1341

, 2 df



p

ri

,......_

ork 3Latus Scoru o,. 77A ..,:ac..1-In ,.3L.-

Totalof
':011.7i: ,,

:.. or Lo::c;

......

/ f . I .
--. OL .,e

7:ot .1,1r Wor:.;

,loo .0.,.,,

-,

= 2.2747

1 lt7
,2> ....,..; 9 s ,,s

,
o

1

e7

,,
,

..,

m,)
..,

59

-
-('10

ko er Works

i'ees -1.-,ot :or..

,

-1., liot co:Aputed

4

r,

.1. ..'....'

15 21

1exican-American
::other Wors

T fkoes uot or

not couputed

,
..L

r
6

1r..
2 7

-'

Score on STTIA ,%rit'letic teat

4543 or more 44 or less

mother Works

Does not Work

-iL
2
= .45066

.50 , 1 df
..-

39

45

14

14

53

59

Nez;ro

-.1other Works

Does not Work
1

not computed

Ir.4...1

14

14

7

40

21

Iexican-American
oner Works

Does not Work

i&-...T not computed

11

26

0

7

11

33



TA 0L: 1L:VI

31;4: LIsTaidczioi; OF tli,AD SY2,1d aILD= '.i31 SRA SCOR.&S WiL]

CO::PAI6L) WITh coicTan

52

',;ex

helative S.R.A. Scores on Reading

of .latched Cliildrcn Total

40.

57

(99.9 %)

Aead Start Child
Superior

!Control Child
,

Diffelltnce ! Superiort______ T

I

10 ! 21

,(17.5%) (36.6%)

_iale 26

(45.6%)

Female

-74,
2

= 9.6191

p ./.....01 2 2 df

14 3

(26.0%) 0.0%)

33

(66.0Z)

50

(100%)

Relative S.R.A. Scores on Arithmetic
of latched Children

,Iale z.)290

(50.9%)

3

(14.0%)

t

i 20

(35.1 %)

57

(100%)

Female

.-)C-
2
= 6.1540

p< .05 , 2 df*

20

(40.3 %)

2

( 4.0%)

28

(56.0;')

50

(100%)

* Contains one small theoretical cell of 4.67.
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7ead f-7 ,e),0 ,. ::1-
, ), 7-111.7. of all '.$y the stall

of children in :lead Start. The 7,7,egro 3tart cliildren as a cateL,ory

loJer averae scores on sucn nesative leasurcs as orrors oa 7ocaoulary

test, a vocaoula:c reco6;7dtion tact and an incidental iaforLiation t ;at, all

,

ilaza achievaiaent

64:aes, citize. ,niv Lraees, oucia.aza-lo!: scores. 1heir _r

rate, alo lth lo-er 3_11 :,cores, a :igher rat,: of nervous syaptous, an::

ov,archoosio hce the pattern frol.,

si3Lent.. i illc tile De:%ican ArLerican Start chilereu ma,c 'Iany viore vocaLulary

and incide,ttal infor:aation errors than tlie other ethnic groups, t!icy proJuced fewer

errors than the control category in these tests, newer nervous symptoms, ligaer

socialization scores, and r Arithmetic scores (by a sl;.;')t mars-in). The

:exicad-American stead Start child did not Cho as xrell as the control, however, in

geaeral trades y citizenship grade, saA readin:; test, alisenc record and sociogra:q.

The An;lo ile,ad Start child was inferior to the control in all respects except he was

less nervous, was absent less, and did not feel it necessary to overchoose on the

sociogram.

All data obtained from the 1967 sample of 510 children was analyzed

through a Factor analysis prosram at the Texas Technological College Computer Center.

All items that were not interval measurements were coded as ordinal measurements

which approximated interval measurements. For example, ethnic status was handled by

placing the two major categories at the extremes ('Texican-merican as 10 and regro as

30) with the small Anglo-laerican category coded as the mean (22) of the other two so

that it would produce minimum distortion. Hence the influence of the ethnic factor

was interpreted in terms of the extreme tendencies with strong relationships existing

with some of the other variables. regroes made fewer errors on the vocabulary tests

but were more inhibited socially and made fewer active socialized moves in the
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';inimum Socialization Test. Their results on the SRA tests were slightly lower.

They were rated by the interviewers as being more frightened.
22

slininum Socialization Scale

The JInimum Socialization Scale was prepared for this research with the expecta-

tion that it would detect those elemental social shills that make it possible for a

child to perform well in the classroom. The intercorrelations and factors shown in

the test indicate that the items of this scale are highly heterogeneous and that they

occupy a great number of dimensions in factor space. Socialization is thus seen as a

very complex phenomenon which should be studied from a much more intensive point of

view in subseiuent studies. Care must be exercised in identifying the concepts be-

cause in many cases a single (and perhaps minor) variable is loading a factor. A

reconstruction of the test is in order to extend and reinforce the dimensions indicated

by this initial test. Second order factorization indicates that an active versue

passive dimension exists in the socialization process. The active pole seems to be

most positively related (r = .493) to emotional and intellectual effectiveness.

Patina Scalea

The interviewers were asked to rate the children on several dimensions. (See

the interview schedule in Appendix NIIIT.) As is so often the case, a rater's halo

effect counteracted most of the notential effectiveness of this 1-inr.1 of measurement.

There was, however, very little specific rater variance which suggests that the halo

fault was a reliable function of the task rather than of the individual rater. Per-

haps for this reason fewer and more diverse scales should be chosen for futhre studies.

S.R.A. Achievement Scales

It was hoped that use of the two Standardized tests from Science Research

Associates in the local schools would provide an independent measure of Head Start

-awaa.
22.

Negro children were rated as a mean, of 5.174 on a
it to Comfortable"

scale as compared to a less fri3htened 6.032 for 7Iexican-American children on the same

scale Atn 5.571 as Cae dean for all 510 cases. Both racial categories are well beyond

tie Standard Error from the -iiean ((SE = .3737).
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effectiveness, as noLed above. eu factor analysis was 1- .:sited to those second

grade students who had taken the test (so twit zero scores for those retained in the

first grade would not create an artificial dimension), surprisingly, the SII,A tests

uid not appear as a part of any factor.

OBJLCT I=TITICATICK: WJIXT LOCATIM: (R:COC7ITIO7)

A simple test was prepared by having each child identify 17 small toys tal:an

from a box and laid on a table one at a time. Errors were counted for each item tnat

Was improperly identified. In the second phase the child was asked, "please hand me

the cup," etc. tarough all ites. In the first case the child must supply the won'

to correspond to a given item; in the secoad he must supply the item to correspond

with a given word. This test was too easy as indicated by the low mean and highly

skewed distributions.
23

There were a few individuals who had great difficulty with

the task, however. The two tasks are so closely related ( r = .337) that a single

test would have served as well. Nor did they correlate with much beside each other,

with the "dull to sharp" rating, and slightly with tne S.R.A. scales. Their relation

with tie:test of indidental information errors ( r = .311 and .259 ) indicates the

presence of a basic factor which includes racial differences. The seeming independence

of this factor from other measures of school achievement indicates that it is a

different realm of measurement and probably should be retained in future studies in

so,Jle modified form.

Sex

The lack of a clear cut sex factor (see also Appendix VII on this point) in the

study i3 some confirmation to a generally held contention that primary children behave

in an asexual manner, with the primary developmental tasks of socialization overpoerer-

inj, any need for sexual identification. There is, however, a minor loading which

23. Vocabulary Identification

Vocabulary RecoL;nition

("T:') 1.03922
sk.ewness = 2.992

= a.
C;) = .3?(,25
:31:.eweess 1/19

s = 1.259
kurtosis = 5.929

= .0474
.7urtosis = 11.753
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indicates teat teachers do favor girls in their rating systems and that girls are also

slii,htly favored in the socioietric tests.

')ciometric Test

The choice behavior in the Sociometric test indicated that members of the 'dead

Start sa::Iple 'd ere choser, less than other ne:Ibers of their classes and both Head Start

and control samples tended to overchoose. chosen cYldren main fewer inistahes

in incidental information and were rated ae clean an:1 "sharp" 1)y the interviewers.

They were also rewarded by their teachers with academic and citizenship marLs.

They 5ii0de a tendency to choose feger persons than (!o the less popular children.

iJesign probleeas

This .Jho le set of relaLions!lips suggests a central problem to the study: do these

.:Leasure,aents indicate lac:, of oins :lead Start program or were children

assigned to Lae prograut rlio were in the 'oeginnin: somewhat inferior to their age

.tates both intellectually (as measured) and socially? An attempt was made to match

the :eed Start children rith a control group of the same inferior economic and

cultural environments. 'Lependence was placed upon classroom teachers to make the

matchlag midday is the first grade but fel, formal, controls over the selection were

possible for the investigators who were expected to interfere as little as possible

with school routine. Appreciation is expressed for teachers and school officials for

their cooperation and kind reception. Nonetheless, a lurking suspicion remains after

the analysis that a great many Head Start children were assigned to the program

because of anticipated difficulties while many control children of similar economic

and social backgrounds were not placed in Head Start because parents of these children

anticipated no difficulties. There is the possibility that Head Start might bring

inferior children to a point of near-equality with controls who actually were superior

before the program began. This is a very difficult question to resolve without pre-

testing of some kind. Certainly there are questions of social policy involved in a
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rigid experimental design that ifould find a given body of children needy of a Head

Start program and deliberately assign some to the program by random choice and

randomly withhold others for the sake of having a perfect sample. Lacking this, our

conclusions have an element of doubt.
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1. Name
Address

APPENDIr, I

my:NARY STATISTICS ON =AD ST= CHILD= IN LUT3OCK, TE7US, 1965

!..X10

2. Racial-ethnic group:
21 Anglo-American (white)

163 Negro
110 :lexican-American

1 American Indian (not Spanish Speaking)

0 Puerto Rican
0 Unknown
0 Other

163 :laic 132 Female

4. Iledical/Dental problems or illness:

12 `_ ?any or serious problems (Parents not aware of these problems
Head

5 :Zany or serious problems (Parents x7are)

103 Some or minor problems (Parents not aware)

12 Some or minor problems (Parents aware)

91 No problems

72 No response

5. Nutritional disorder:

6. Child lives with:

7. 7lother's ages

'2Iarital status

1 Yes, Parents not aware of the problem

1 Yes, Parents aware of the problem

220 No nutritional disorder

73 No response

205 Both parents
2 Father only
55 7lother only
7 Neither
26 :To answer

0 Under 20
27 20 to 25
35 25 to 30
45 30 to 35
44 35 to 40

of mother: 202 'harried; living with

10 Widowed
13 Divorced
11 Separated
15 Other
41 No _answer

Highest school grade

prior to
Start)

17 40 to 45
5 45 to 50
0 50 or over
3 Trother deceased

119 No answer

husband

completed by mother: 5 No schooling
43 Grades 1 through 6

23 Grades 7 and
63 Some High School

19 High School Graduate

2 Post High School training

137 No answer



10. Does mother work outside the home?
72 Full time
61 Part time
72 None
87 To answer

11. Type of work if mother is employed: 1 Professional
3 Clerical and Sales

97 Service or private house' -old worker

12. If employed, length
75 None

n Craftsman, foreman, operative, etc.
Farmer
Laborer
Student
Other
No answer

year:

1

21

1

6

3

of time unemployed last

three months
to less than 7 months
to less than 9 months

7 Less than
6 Three months
4 Seven months
7 More than 9 months

13. Father's age: 0 Under 20 23 40 to 45
5 20 to 25 17 45 to 50

23 25 to 30 13 50 hr over
30 to 35 6 Father deceased

28 35 to 40 139 N0 answer

14. Marital status of father: 201 Married, living with wife
2 Widowed
1 Divorced
0 Separated
2 Other

C3 No answer

15. uighest school grade completed by father: 7 No schooling
39 Grades 1 through 6
15 Grades 7 and 8
34 Some High School
19 Nigh School graduate
1 Post high School training

174 No answer

16. Does father work outside the home? 141 Full time
10 Part time

17. Type of work of father:

4 None
134 No answer

2 Professional
C Clerical and sales

16 Service or private household worker
15 Craftsman, foreman, operative, etc.
4 Farmer

115 Laborer
0 Student
6 Other

123 No answer



10. Length of time unerAployed by father last year:

99 None
10 Less than three months
10 Three months to less than seven months

4 Seven months to less than nine months

0 lore than nine months
166 No answe-

19. Did the family receive public assistance or ADC last year?

17 Yes
107 No
79 Don't know
92 No answer

20. Total income: 9 Less than $1000 for year
26 $1000 to $1999
22 $2or to $2999

22 $3000 to #399
13 $4000 to $4999
7 $5000 to $5999
3 $6000 to $7999
1 $9000 to $9999
0 pore than $10,000

99 Don't know
nn No answer

21. Last year (before the child entered the Ilead Start program),

who took care of the child during the day?

109 Parent
5 Nursery
21 Daby sitter
23 Sibling
45 Other adult relative
4 Other (Specify)

CC*_),) No answer

22. 1:umber of persons in the household:
21 5 22t.r

33 236 259
15 4 31 7 25 1r;

9 11
12 12
3 13

23. Mu,-17Jer of Children under 16 in the household:

1 344 25 7 1011P

17 2 34 5 In n
, ,,

1 11

25 3 75 6 7 9 1 12

24 Number of full tern pregnancies of mother:

51 184 147 612

7 2 22 5 L..) Q
me: M 1 11

23 3 10 6 10 9 1 12

5. ::11mber of chil,:ren living of these:..-:

,I

3 1 4J LI.
n r

r-... /
nn n -9

2415 2 '
If

J 4.)
eN fl

z.'4 3 246 09

14 10
2 11
5 12

1 14
2 15
0 16

1 Over 17......

4 13
0 14
1 15

0 13
1 14
0 15

2 17
1 15!

0 Over 12

1 16
2 17
1 24

3 16
0 17
1 24
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APPENDIX II

'12ASURES OF SCHOOL ACHIEV=NT OF Lutnom HEAD START CHILDREN

IN CLUPARISON WITH comm CHILDREN IN TEE 1965-1966 TERI

Part 1: OFFICIAL SCHOOL R7CORDS:

)
HEAD START

CHILD
SUPERIOR

NO
DIFFFRENCE

CONTROL
CHILD

SUPERIOR

_
1. Grades assigned at the en4 of

the first year of school - (N=295) 115 52 128

2. Citizenship sir. ade during the

first year of school - (F=251) 70 71 110

3. Regularity of attendance
measured by number of absences -(N =295) 153 11 131

Part 2: LVALUATI31: a Ti i; CLA3SR00,1

TEACH:v..1,

(1=193)

.

1. ;Ihich child was happier in school? 83 33 77

_...-77--------------
2. v;hich child participated more? 95 13 35

3. -which child created fewer proulems for

the Leacher?

,

34 25 :),,,,..,

4. Which child was more regular in

attendance? 102 14 32

5. Which child showed the greater desire

to learn? 82 20 96

6. Which child made the greater educational
accomplishment during the year? 92 16 90

7. Which child was further advanced at

the end of the year? 94 16 33

8. Which child had the greater overall

understanding?
86

,

17 95



AP2ENDL: III

11EASTIRES OF SCHOOL ACHILVDIE.,:T La APPENDIX II
IN TEEMS OF THE CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT C )

Official School Records Evaluation by the Classroom
Teacher

1 2 3 1 3 4 5 7

1 X .3113 .2352 .3152 .4583 .2420 .2342 .4745 .5582 .6034 .5624

2 .3113 .0155 .1779 .1666 .3253 .1966 .2034 .2170 .2309 .2409

3. .2352 .0155 X .2352 .2447 .0950 .5728 .2840 .2509 .2223 .2414

1. .3152 .1779 .2352 X .6664 .4443 .3674 .5373 .3959 .4496 .4359

2. .4563 .1666 .2447 .6664 X .4070 .2955 .5838 .5603 .5765 .6057

3. .2420 .3253 .0950 .4443 .4070 X .2378 .5235 .3766 .4117 .3931

4. ,2342 .1966 .5728 .3674 .2955 .2379 X .3259 .2714 .2032 .2879

5. .4745 .2834 .2340 .5370 .5333 .5235 .3259 X .6046 .6103 .6020

6. .5582 .2178 .2509 .3959 .5603 .3766 .2714 .6046 X .7573 .7236

7. .6034 .2309 .2228 .4496 .5765 .4117 .2332 .6103 .7573 X .7393

3. .5624 .2409 .2414 .4359 .6057 .3931 .2379 .6020 .7236 .7398 X

6



APPENDIX IV

1EASUR:3 OF SCEOOL ACHIEVE= OF 140 LUBBOCK HEAD START CHILD=
IN CMPARISON WITH 140 CONTROL CHILDREN DURING TWO SC; OOL YEARS

,........

OFFICIAL SCHOOL RECORDS:
HEAD START

CHILD
SUPERIOR

NO
DIFFERENCE

--

CONTROL
CHILD

SUPERIOR

1. Grades assigned during the
School year A(n=140) 1965-66 47 32 61

B(n=140) 1966-67 56 27 57

..1.-
2
= 1.3457

p-',7 .30 , 2 df

2. Citizenship grade during the
School year A(n=119) 1965-66 27 47 45

B(n=140) 1966-67 51 35 54

2
---1...` = 8.3107

p. .02 , 2 df

.--..........____-.......--

3. Regularity of attendance
A(n=140) 1965-66 63 6 66

B(n=140) 1966-67 64 5 71

*--)(---

9
= .3945

p.30 , 2 df __



4.

5.

6.

7

I.:.:t!LSITTILIS OF SC1200L AC:IEVE72::T OF 140 LLTI130CY. 1:EAD START CHILDREN

CONPARISON WITH 140 CONTROL CHILDREN IN THE 1966-1967 TEX T

IlEASU:',ZfENT USED:

HEAD START
CEILD

SUPERIOR.

?.70

DIFFERENCE

CONTROL
CHILD

SUPERIOR

S.R.A. Reading Test
(n=107) 40

.

13 54

S.R.A.Arithmetic
(n=107)

. .

49 10 43

Promotion to the Next Oracle
(n=107)

16 112 12

Sociogram - Number of times chosen
(n=140) 63 11 66

Sociogram - Number of choices made
(n=140) 68 11 61

laniratzu Socialization Scale 68 19 53



APPENDIX VI

AGREFLIENT AMONG IlEASURES OF SCI OOL ACUILVI= APPENDICES IV AN7, V

TEa:s or TO, 0011TI=CY CO=ICIENT ( C )

Apintax IV Appendix V

11; 23 3 5 6 7
n
,, 9

7 - .4333 .1649 .3367 .4030 .4242 .1083 .1991 .1653

23 .4003 - .1342 .2176 .2993 .3039 .2116 .2185 .1430

33 .1649 .1042 - .2626 .1561 .1324 .2037 .1430 .1342

4 .3367 .2176 .2625 - .5723 .2324 .2304 .1043 .1593

5 .4030 .2993 .1561 .5723 - .374S .2970 .2097 .2504

o .4230 .3039 .1924 .2324 .3740 - . 1066 .1053 .1653

7 .1003 .2116 .2037 .2304 .2973 .1066 - .1162 .1174

8 .1991 .2185 .1430 .1841 .2097 .1053 .1162 - .1650

.1050 .1430 .1343 .1593 .20 o4 .1653 .1174 .1650 -

1A .3740 .2851 .2431 .2722 .3300 .3207 .1531 .2631 .2108

2A .2205 .2423 .1539 .2369 .2752 .0196 .2245 .1593 .1255

3A .2129 .1336 .3750 .1506 .1415 .2051 .0662 .2178 .1495

(The numbers at the top and left of the page refer to the measures of achievement
by the Head Start children presented on the two preceeding pages.)



APPENDIX VII

Miscellaneous Tables

TABLE XXVII

SEX DISTRIBUTION or HEAD START AND CONTROL CHILDREN BY

ABSENCES BELM. AND ABOVE THE MEAN

Sex

ABSENCES L' 1966-1967

Head Start Children Control Children

Below
:lean

Above
Mean

Below
Mean

Above
Mean

Male 51 24 48 27

(59.3%) (44.4%) (56.5%) (49.1%)

Female 35 30 37 23

(40.7%) (55.6%) (43.5%) (50.9%)

I

Total 36 54 85 55

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

'f2 = .0010 --A..
2

= .3519

p 3p..90 , 1 df p >50 , 1 df

When the totals above are compared in terms
of mead Start and control differences.

74-
2
= .01501

p 7 .90 , 1 df



TABLE XXVIII

SEX DISTRIBUTION OF HEAD START AND CONTROL CHILDREN BY
GRADES BELOW AND ABOVE THE MEAN

'
Grades for 1966-1967

Head Start Children Control Children

Below
Mean

4' Above
Mean

Below 1

Mean
Above
Mean

Male 34

(54.8%)

41

(52.6%)

33

(57.9%)

42

(50.6%)

Female 28

(45.2 %)

37

(47.3%)

24

(42.1%)

41

(49.4%)

Total 62 78

(100%) (100%)

"'L.
2
=.0719

p - . . . . 7 0 , 1 df

57

(100%)

/
-A. = 0.7225

).30 ,

83

(100%)

1 df

,---------

Male

Citizenship Grades for 1966-1967

Head Start Children Control Children

"--Below

Mean
Above
Mean

Below
Mean

Above
Mean

23

(59.0%)

52

(51.5%)

23

(62.2%)

52

(50.5%)

Female 16

(41.0%)

49

(48.5%)

14

(37.8 %)

51

(49.5%)

Total 39 101

(100%) (100 %)

2
---/s.. = .6345

p.).30 , 1 df

37 103

(100%) (100%)

-A.
2
= 1.4922

p .20 , 1 df



TABLE MI:

-DISTRILUTI(M OF hLAD STAXJ A241) CONTROL CHILDREN LY

SRA:SCORES 3ELOU ABOVE THE MEAN

S.R.A. Scores on Reading

Head.. Start Children Control Children

Below
;Jean

Above
dean

Below
dean

Above
Mean

dale 24 35 23 34

(44.4%) (60.3%) (53.2%) (51.5%)

Female 30 23 21 32

(55.6%) (39.7%) (46.3%) (45.5%)

Total 54 58 44 66

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

.-A,
2

= 2.5361 -1._
2

= .0061

p7 .05 , 1 df p> .90 , 1 df

S.R.A.Scores on Arithmetic

Blow L. Above Below Above

iean :lean Mean Hean

hale 22 37 23 34

(44.0%) (59.7%) (50.0%) (53.1%)

Female 28 25 23 30

(56.0%) (40.3%) (50.0%) (46.9%)

. .

Total 50 62 46 64

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

.---k? = 2.7290 --/..,
2
= .1047

a

p-7 .05 , 1 df p -7.70 , 1 df



APPENDIX VIII
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I27CIDEML INFORATION:

What is your mother's name?

What is your father's name?

What does your father do?

What does your mother do?

When is your birthday?

When is Christmas?
olon.=011

How long is summer vacation?

What animal do you like best?
..,MW.. .0.

What do you like best about school?

What is your teacher's name?

Tlho is the President?

On what street do you live?

What is your principal's name?

In what state do you live?

In what city do you live?1 111.



ZEAD START 7 p. 2

NERVOUS SYSTI21: = absent

m = moderate

s = severe

stuttering

fidgeting

standing up

nail chewing

pencil chewing

thumb sucking

hair tdisting

crying

manipulating objects

finger tapping

foot tapping and swinging

foot twining

hand clasping behind head

OVERALL RATING:

,

dirty

dull

hostile

passive

distractable

unstructured

frightened

lowl..

body stiffness

clothes tugging

lip chewing

nose picking

sex play

other rubbing

scratching head

face twitching

gesticulating

flushing and perspiring

trembling

scratching body

hand wringing

clean

sharp

friendly

active

attentive

structured

comfortable



HEAD START - p. 3

1: INIdU SOCIALIZATIO::: SCALE

.(Check. with a + or - for yes or no.)

ar

roollyol

vni, I am :Liss ." (Does he ;ivy.: his name or respond in any way?

Extend your hand. Does he?

Sit down. Does he take a remote or close chair without being asked?

Remote Close

Does he bring the chair closer?

Tell some standardized joke. Does he laugh at the joke?

Does he respond in the interview more than yes or no?

Does he start a new meaningful topic?

Does ae stray from the topic?

Reaction to 30 seconds of silence: Score as follows

+ equals a meaningful break into
the silence

-1 equals confusion [eliminated
from scoring].

- equals no reaction (a rating
intermediate between the above).

Stand up at end of interview. Does he?

Say "Goodbye." Does he?

total the number of ='s; if the score on the silence question is "-1"
substract 1 from the total number of +'s.


